SUMMER EAP

Graduate English For
Academic Purposes

July 5–August 12, 2022
THE PROGRAM (title linked)

Summer EAP is a rigorous and engaging six-week in-person program that prepares new international
graduate students admitted for academic, cultural, and professional success at University of Michigan.
Get ready for your academic program and prepare to participate in life on campus in the fall!

COURSE COMPONENTS

Summer EAP incorporates elements from the ELI’s renowned research-based academic English
curriculum in order to provide a solid foundation for students to begin their graduate studies in the fall.
ACADEMIC READING AND WRITING
Prepare to manage the heavy reading load of a graduate student and produce high-quality graduatelevel academic papers.
SPEAKING AND PRESENTING
Become more comfortable speaking English on and off campus as you build confidence
communicating in seminar discussions and public speaking situations.
LISTENING AND PRONUNCIATION
Become a more active and skilled listener, improve the comprehensibility of your English pronunciation
at the same time!
U.S. CULTURE AND SOCIETY/CAPSTONE PROJECT
Learn about diverse populations and cultures that make up society in Michigan and the U.S. via a
capstone project that takes you out of the classroom into the local community.
TENTATIVE PROGRAM SCHEDULE*

9:00 a.m.–
12:00 p.m.
12:00–
1:00 p.m.
1:00–
2:30 p.m.

Monday
Academic
Reading and
Writing

Tuesday
Academic
Speaking and
Presenting

Wednesday
Academic
Reading and
Writing

Thursday
Academic
Speaking and
Presenting

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Listening +
Pronunciation

U.S. Culture
Listening +
U.S. Culture
and Society Pronunciation and Society
Optional Social and Cultural Activities

*Subject to change in response to students’ needs and program size.

Friday
Outings,
Trips, Guest
Lectures
(TBA)

SUMMER IN ANN ARBOR
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

Summer EAP includes extensive opportunities to use
English outside the classroom. Each Friday will feature
a cultural outing, a field trip, or a guest speaker to help
you better understand U.S. culture and prepare for life
in Ann Arbor. Frequent social events will allow you to
get to know your Summer EAP classmates in casual,
informal situations. Ann Arbor’s many restaurants, bars,
and major attractions are all within walking distance or
a short bus ride of the U-M campus. Summer Michigan
weather is ideal for hiking or cycling in local parks or
kayaking on the Huron River.

PROGRAM DETAILS

DATES: JULY 5–AUGUST 12, 2022 (in-person)
TUITION: Total for all ELI tuition, textbooks, and
program fees: $4900*
*Does not include mandatory health insurance
or room and board.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO APPLY
visit our website: lsa.umich.edu/eli or scan:

CONTACT US

ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
Weiser Hall, Suite 900
500 Church Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1042
lsa.umich.edu/eli
eli-information@umich.edu
734.764.2413
Find us on social media
U-M English Language Institute

@Umich_ELI
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